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UNIQLO 2020
SPRING & SUMMER
For a better, more comfortable lifestyle.
A collection conceived to suit your lifestyle.

This spring and summer, UNIQLO has rethought the streets,
people and clothes. For the people living in cities around
the world, what do an enriched lifestyle and quality living mean?
UNIQLO clothing is meant to make for better lifestyles
for a diverse range of people.
They're made to show off their beauty and great design
when you're out and about around other people,
and to make for pleasant, convenient living with their excellent materials.
Our ever-evolving, simple-yet-sophisticated clothing provides you
with a richer and more pleasant daily life.
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SPORT UTILITY WEAR

2

Set your life in motion.
Clothes that balance function and design
for every active moment of your life.
1

With spreading health consciousness, clothing has to be suited to a healthy
lifestyle. UNIQLO's Sport Utility Wear offers clothing made with functionality and
great designs so you can use them for everything from your daily routine to
athletic pursuits. It's for a healthier, more active you, every day.
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AIRism
SEAMLESS LONG
T-SHIRT

$19.90

Smooth clothing
that's always dry
and comfortable

All-purpose outerwear to help keep you
dry and shielded from the rain and wind

1 A Blocktech parka that stands up strong against

Water resistant*, windproof,
breathable Blocktech

2 In addition to being highly advanced, this

garment offers comfort and easy movement,
plus an attractive silhouette. After a workout,
the parka impedes moisture accumulated from
sweat to keep you pleasantly comfortable.

1

Blocktech is water-resistant
and windproof to keep rain and
wind from getting underneath,
and breathable to release
sweat-produced water vapour.
It also has long-lasting waterrepellence so water bounces off.
The highly advanced material
is even stretchy. It's just the
support you need when you're
out and about under unfavorable
weather.

BLOCKTECH
PARKA

$99.90

2

BLOCKTECH
PARKA

$99.90

*Does not offer full protection.
*During extended periods of rainfall, you
may still get wet.

AIRism
Why it feels so comfortable
The drying feature that quickly
absorbs and promptly releases
sweat, plus the smooth feel
of ultra-thin fibers, guarantee
comfort in all sorts of settings.
The cool sensation AIRism provides
keeps you feeling nice even on a
hot day. AIRism stays comfortable
for a long time.

veritable wearable
3 Asunscreen
to protect

Blocks 90% of UV rays

your skin from UV rays
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AIRism
WIDE PANTS

2

$29.90

1

POCKETABLE
UV CUT PARKA

rain and wind because it's water-resistant,
windproof and breathable. The sleeves have been
redesigned for easier movement.

POCKETABLE
UV CUT PARKA

$49.90

$49.90

UV Protection Wear absorbs
and reflects UV rays to block
90% of this light that is your
skin's nemesis. Just put it on and
defending your skin is a snap. UV
Protection Wear is a wonderful
tool to have throughout the
calendar. It even retains its
performance without degradation
over time so you can feel at
ease about going outside.
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AIRism UV CUT
MESH FULL-ZIP
HOODIE

$29.90
1 A pocketable design lets you fold up this parka

that blocks UV rays. It's also a handy travel item
because the material has long-lasting water
repellence to knock away rain and water.

2 This parka that blocks UV rays and has long3

AIRism
SOFT LEGGINGS

$29.90
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1 With a silhouette that casually

hides the hips plus a beautifully
elegant drape, this is a highly
advanced T-shirt you can easily
incorporate into your everyday
wardrobe.

2 The wide silhouette makes
your legs look longer and the
design around the waist makes
it appear slimmer. A smooth
texture keeps you comfortable
all day long.

3 Made with sturdy material

and with a nice thickness. Put
on a pair of highly advanced
leggings to protect yourself
from UV rays. Finely crafted
for a smooth texture.

lasting water repellence is made with firm
ripstop material. It's compact so you can easily
store it away when you're on the move.

3 Use this as a light outer layer for spring or to

counter UV rays in summer. The parka's sleeves
have a thumb hole at the end. It also comes in a
wide range of bright colours.
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Clothing to keep you
comfortable, even in an
intense workout

1 Made with ultra-fast-drying

material originally designed
for sports. The parts where
sweat often collects are very
breathable to retain a smooth
texture on your skin. Also antibacterial and deodorizing.

2

DRY-EX UV CUT
FULL-ZIP HOODIE

$39.90

2 A lightweight parka packed

with features: blocks UV rays,
ultra-fast-drying, anti-bacterial,
deodorizing and more. Thumbholes
at the ends of the sleeves protect
the backs of your hands from
sunburn.

1

DRY-EX
POLO SHIRT

$29.90

4

DRY-EX
CREW NECK T-SHIRT

3 With a carefully designed basic

$19.90

silhouette and fit, this T-shirt
is easy to coordinate thanks to
a gradation pattern of colours.
Pleasant drying performance
keeps you comfortable all the
time.

4 Outfitted with two special

features: ultra-fast-drying to
absorb sweat, plus anti-bacterial
and deodorizing. Fewer seams
m e a n s a s m o o t h e r t ex t u re.
Perfect for sports.

3

DRY-EX
CREW NECK
T-SHIRT

$19.90
Highly advanced Dry-Ex material
dries up sweat fast
Dry-Ex is made for fast drying. It's highly
advanced material that professional athletes
wear on the field. The way it's woven quickly
absorbs and releases moisture, so even if you
sweat, the material stays smooth. Dry-Ex keeps
comfortable.
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Clothing with a nice fit
but lets you move freely both
vertically and horizontally
3

ULTRA STRETCH
ACTIVE JOGGER
PANTS

1

Top athletes put their full trust in Dry-Ex

ROGER FEDERER

ULTRA STRETCH
ACTIVE ANKLE
LENGTH PANTS

$29.90

$29.90

UNIQLO Global Brand Ambassador
2

When I play tennis, the material I'm wearing is very important.
Especially when I have a long, hard game, I have to depend on
my equipment and clothing that quickly absorbs sweat. To me,
Dry-Ex provides exactly that kind of support. I like the smooth
feel and the very comfortable fit. I'll wear a polo shirt at a
match or a press conference, or a jacket with a hood when I
travel. Dry-Ex is a perfect match in any setting in my daily life.

EZY ANKLE
PANTS(ULTRA
STRETCH DRY EX)

$39.90

1 A stylish item with a silhouette
PROFILE
Born in Basel, Switzerland on August 8, 1981. Winner of 20 Grand Slam titles, a record,
with eight, another record, coming at Wimbledon. An active player who remains one of
the world's most influential athletes not only in tennis, but all of sport.
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that gives you more beautiful
legs and excellent stretchiness.
Perfect for sport or even just
going out on a hot day.

2 Cotton-like material with a
nice tapered
spec pants
imbued with
use at work
time.

silhouette. Highwith a design
functionality for
or on your own

3 Outstanding stretchiness in all
directions, plus a silhouette
designed to stay out of your
body's way. Wear them for
everyday use or in active
settings.
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LINEN/EXTRA FINE COTTON/SUPIMA COTTON

The ultimate comfort and texture brought by clothes
painstakingly produced from natural material
The texture, feel and colour of natural materials... UNIQLO offers you timely
silhouettes and designs from all natural materials--not so common
these days--at an affordable price. Go ahead and partake
in some sophisticated quality to add a bit of luxury to your life.

WOMEN
PREMIUM LINEN
SHIRT

$49.90

This standard 100% Premium Linen shirt arrives
as a more relaxing style. The shoulders have
been slightly dropped down and body width has
been increased for a looser fit.

MEN
PREMIUM LINEN
SKIPPER COLLAR
SHIRT

$49.90

$49.90

Put on this skipper shirt and you’ll look as pretty
as a picture. The loose shape and three-quarter
sleeves create an air of sophistication. Both solid
colours and stripes are available.

LINEN BLENDED
SHIRT DRESS

LINEN BLENDED
COCOON DRESS

$49.90

$49.90

The gorgeous drape is made from a material
blending linen with viscose rayon. It comes with
a belt made with the same fabric. The dress can
be arranged into a wide range of outfits.

PREMIUM LINEN
SHIRT

Wear a trending cocoon silhouette with this one
dress made from a linen blend as your outfit.
It's a casual way to cover your body. The open
V-neck adds a summerly.

BELTED LINEN RAYON
WIDE PANTS

LINEN COTTON
TAPERED PANTS

$49.90

$49.90

This 100% linen shirt comes in a range of
colours. The body is shaped to a degree to
produce a handsome silhouette. It's also short
enough to look good untucked.

LINEN BLENDED
V NECK
CARDIGAN

$49.90

Feel a smooth texture in a refreshingly cool
linen cardigan. It can be worn comfortably in
summer because it absorbs moisture and dries
fast. Comes in natural colours.

LINEN COTTON
OPEN COLLAR
SHIRT

$29.90

Sophisticated, refreshing natural
materials in 100% Premium Linen

1
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A linen collection with
evolving texture that feels
better the more you wear it

This linen is a sturdy, long-lasting fabric with
a soft feel. It also absorbs moisture well.
The smooth texture and lustrous appearance
offer proof of the carefully selected quality.
UNIQLO uses choice materials produced in
western Europe to deliver nothing but the
cool, refreshing experience of 100% natural
materials.

These wide pants with a natural, neat look have
the smoothness of linen combined with rayon
to provide a cool-feeling texture. Comes with a
detachable belt.

You'll note the natural feel of the pants featuring
the cool touch of linen and the gentle caress of
cotton. The tapered silhouette makes the legs
look nice and slim.

A soft linen cotton shirt with a cool feel. Comes
in standing and open collars and offers a slightly
loose fit for relaxing comfort.
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2

Shirts made from
top-level cotton
in a wide-ranging assortment
of colours and patterns

3

The gentle feel of
Supima® cotton

Supima® cotton, with quality a rank above the rest
Characterized by its ultra-long fibers, Supima® cotton accounts for less than 1% of all the
world's cotton. UNIQLO uses this variety to produce clothing starting with the fabric's yarns.
The secret to the fabric's gentle feel is the yarn, which has long fibers and produces little
fuzz. A soft texture and beautiful colouration are features of Supima® cotton.

EXTRA
FINE COTTON
OVERSIZED LONG
SHIRT

$29.90

An oversized long-sleeved shirt that's in style this
year. You'll look handsome with the compact collar
and the nicely spaced body and sleeves. Has side slits.

EXTRA FINE COTTON
BROADCLOTH SHIRT

$29.90

This casual shirt for everyday use has been washed
to produce a quality item with a natural look.
Buttoned-down and regular collared designs are also
available.

EXTRA
FINE COTTON
BROADCLOTH SHIRT

$29.90

SUPIMA COTTON
V NECK
T-SHIRT

SUPIMA COTTON
CREW NECK
T-SHIRT

SUPIMA COTTON
CREW NECK
T-SHIRT

SUPIMA COTTON
V NECK
T-SHIRT

$14.90

$14.90

$14.90

$14.90

This spring, a further evolution in Extra Fine Cotton
Get a half-sleeve shirt with a regular fit in a trending
pattern. You can get a regular collar design, or try a
buttoned-down or a pull-over type.
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Extra Fine Cotton is a very rare variety with long fibers and a gentle texture. Quality
fabric made entirely from this cotton is alluring for its softness and faint sheen. With some
special treatment, this season's items have been updated with material that is even softer
and more resilient against wrinkles.

A V-neck shirt with a fine opening
u n d e r t h e n e c k m a ke s yo u l o o k
sharp. The jersey fabric, with a nice
thickness, deemphasizes your figure for
a balanced look.

A crew neck T-shirt of 100% Supima®
cotton that looks good on anyone. The
jersey fabric is just right to wear on its
own or in layers with something else.
Available in numerous colours.

A T-shirt made 100% from Supima®
cotton, with its soft texture and shiny
luster. It produces little fuzz and feels
smooth for quality comfort.

A V-neck T-shirt with a calculated
opening. It has a delicate feel and a
subtle yet sophisticated air. Choose
from standard colours to something a
little more vivid.
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Jeans with greater comfort thanks
to truly innovative technology

4

U WIDE FIT
CURVED JEANS

MEN

JEANS

EZY ULTRA STRETCH
SKINNY FIT COLOUR
JEANS

To produce UNIQLO Jeans that is ideal for everyday life,
we listen to customer feedback as we constantly work to create new value.
The comfort comes from innovations in materials and functionality,
while the fit is trend-conscious. You'll find a wide-ranging lineup at UNIQLO.

9 These jeans possess extra elasticity with

8 EZY Colour Jeans offer the fun of different

10 Although they look like regular jeans, these

silhouette, the Ultra Stretch material makes
wearing these jeans a stress-free experience.
The denim is made by Kaihara, one of the
world's top manufacturers.

8

$49.90

7 While this item has our skinniest tapered

colours with a five-pocket design. We've made
advances with the Ultra Stretch material for
greater comfort for you.

$49.90

traditional Selvedge denim. We scrutinised the
placement of the pockets and knees to produce
a slim fit that makes your legs appear extra
long.

pants have an inner lining that feels soft, like
sweatpants. The slim, tapered design has a nice
and neat look.

11 These jeans use a 3D structural pattern designed

for comfort and lightweight Miracle Air material
to make them comfortable and easy to put on
like sportswear.

12 These jeans have a sophisticated regular fit that

WOMEN

tapers from the lower back to the thighs. The
material is 100% Kaihara cotton, giving the jeans
just the right amount of firmness.
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EZY JEANS
(SLIM FIT)

$59.90

3

HIGH RISE
SKINNY ANKLE
JEANS (BEAUTY
COMPRESSION)

$59.90

6

HIGH RISE SUPER
WIDE JEANS

$49.90
1

7

BELTED
PLEATED JEANS

ULTRA STRETCH
SKINNY FIT JEANS

9

$59.90

$59.90

$59.90

12

STRETCH SELVEDGE
SLIM FIT JEANS

MIRACLE AIR
3D JEANS
(REGULAR FIT))

2 This relaxed fit features a tapered silhouette

SLOUCH TAPERED
ANKLE JEANS

$59.90

that's loose around the waist and a mid-rise that
deviates from your leg line. You'll look nice in a
pair of these.

3 Compression denim that exerts a compression

effect* gives your belly and legs a beautiful
shape. It's a skinny, straight design to make legs
look nice.

amazed at how elastic they are. Just put on a
pair to show off fantastic-looking legs. UNIQLO
has produced a comfortable texture by using
smooth material on the inside.

* When compared to typical UNIQLO products

4 Non-stretch jeans made of thick denim. The
wide silhouette, with a loose curve along the
hemline, gives your legs pretty contours.
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5

ULTRA STRETCH
JEANS (SKINNY FIT)

$59.90
5 Although these are our skinniest jeans, you'll be

6 These wide jeans made with 7 ounces of

lightweight denim have a higher waist line
to balance out a neat look. White and other
summertime colours are available.

REGULAR FIT
TAPERED JEANS

$59.90

$59.90

2

1 Note the belt at the waist and large pleats. The
tapered form grants you a beautiful silhouette.
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What is UNIQLO Jeans?
Innovation of UNIQLO Jeans
UNIQLO opened the Jeans
I n n ovat i o n C e n t e r i n L o s
Angeles, the mecca of jeans
design, in the fall of 2016.
Here, knowledgeable jeans
e x p e r t s c o m e t o g e t h e r,
passing their days developing
new jeans with innovative
techniques and materials.

Collaboration
with world-class makers
UNIQLO always engages in
joint development with worldclass makers in pursuit of
higher quality and comfort. One
of those producers, Kaihara,
is from Japan. We have been
developing products with this
top denim manufacturer ever
since 1998.

Sustainable jeans
Water is essential to washing, an
important part of making jeans,
but we employ cutting-edge
equipment and expert techniques
to cut our water usage by as
much as 99% compared to
conventional processes. We
plan to eventually expand this
approach to all jeans production.
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BASICS

Simple, quality clothing
that adapts to the times

5 Ultra stretch material that's elastic in all directions for

7 These leggings, with outstanding stretchiness that makes

9 When you're feeling cold, you can quickly put on

6 This spring, a redesigned shoulder pattern marks an

8 This boat neck T-shirt makes the neck area look sleek and

10 Stress-free comfort is the reason to wear jersey

easy movement, while making your legs look beautiful.
We've adjusted the pockets and silhouette to create an
even more flattering fit.

evolution in comfort for this standard hoodie. The
seemingly washed colouring makes for a more casual
look.

We've updated this lineup to offer utterly simple yet trend-conscious items.
This everyday attire is constantly evolving to offer everyone the fit and
colours they want, with better materials.

them super easy to put on, plus a cropped length, for a
slender looking fit. They've also got a drying feature to keep
out sweat stains during warm weather.

beautiful, with a ribbed design that feels gently fitted for a
clean silhouette.

this simple nylon parka. It has a short length and
an oversized silhouette to go with any bottoms.

material. The in-style oversized design and
rounded sleeves define this casual outer layer.

6

SWEAT
FULL ZIP
HOODIE

$39.90

1 100% cotton, mercerized for a fine luster. The

drooped shoulders and slit hemline offer a stylish
relaxed look.

2

5

8

U CREW NECK
T-SHIRT

ULTRA
STRETCH
LEGGINGS
PANTS

RIBBED
BOAT NECK
T-SHIRT

$29.90

$19.90

$14.90

2 A basic, good-looking T-shirt with a nice, thick

fit. Colours range widely from standard options
to this year's trending shades.

3 This trendy, well-designed T-shirt features a

boxy silhouette. The neck has a thickened ribbing
for a simple look.

4 This tank top combining the comfort of soft

fabric and random ribbing is an essential piece
of inner attire. We painstakingly designed the cut
to give the neckline and shoulders a neat look.

1

MERCERIZED COTTON
LONG T DRESS

$29.90
10

JERSEY
RELAXED
JACKET

$49.90
9
3

7

COTTON RELAX
BOXY CREW NECK
T-SHIRT

ULTRA STRETCH
CROPPED
LEGGINGS PANTS

$14.90
4

OVERSIZED
PARKA

$59.90

$29.90

RANDOM
RIBBED
TANK TOP

$14.90

14
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4 This hoodie has just the right

amount of volume and is made
entirely with soft piled cotton. The
simple boxy silhouette makes this
item right for any outfit.

5 While retaining the classic Oxford
shirt design, this item adds a modern
update to the collars and fit. It's both
casual and classy.

2

6 The highly breathable waffle
material won't stick to your skin.
The enlarged silhouette makes for
relaxing comfort. Comes in standard
colours as well as bright tones for
spring and summer.

7 The boxy silhouette makes it simple

to put on this T-shirt and look
stylish. The thick 100% cotton fabric
absorbs moisture with Dry Touch for
greater comfort.

OVERSIZED
ANORAK PARKA

$59.90

4

SWEAT
FULL ZIP
HOODIE

$39.90

7

1

U CREW NECK
T-SHIRT

DRY PIQUE
POLO SHIRT

$14.90

$29.90

3

MOUNTAIN
PARKA

$99.90

5

OXFORD SHIRT

$29.90

6

WAFFLE
CREW NECK
T-SHIRT

$19.90

1 A high-quality classic polo shirt made

stretchable and quick-drying so you can move
without restriction or awkward sweat stains.
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2 Made with durable nylon, this parka has a mesh

inner lining to keep you dry and a sporty design
with a loose silhouette for an item that's in
style this year.

3 An outdoor design refashioned for the city.

The outer layer contains long-lasting, waterrepellent material, while the inner lining is a
mesh for breathability.
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4 T h i s d e n i m j a c ke t fe e l s i n c re d i b ly

comfortable when worn as it's made with
material that combines the distinctive denim
texture and stretchiness.

2

STRIPED
T-SHIRT

$19.90

5 Classic polo shirt that wicks moisture and
dries your sweat so you stay dry and fresh
all day long.

4

DENIM JACKET

6 Standard chino pants that reproduce the

$59.90

roots of the vintage style. While the dense
twill keep the pants tight and flat, they
remain gentle on your skin.

7 A lightweight jogger pants with an

on-trend roomy fit, you can easily
create an athleisure or smart casual look.

8 Raised stretched cotton twill provides a

casual texture. The slim tapered silhouette
and jogger design make for a nice and
neat outfit.

5

DRY-EX PIQUE
STRIPED POLO SHIRT

$29.90

1

CHINO SHORTS

3

$29.90

PACKAGED
DRY COLOUR CREW
NECK T-SHIRT

$7.90

1 These standard 100% cotton shorts for summer

have been thoughtfully designed with a coin
pocket and piping in the inner lining. Choose
from a wide selection of 12 colours.
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2 A relaxed silhouette suited for a casual outfit.

This T-shirt has a nice thick feel thanks to its
100% cotton fabric that has a smooth texture.

6

7

8

VINTAGE
REGULAR FIT
CHINO PANTS

EZY WIDE FIT
CARGO
JOGGER PANTS

EZY SLIM FIT
JOGGER PANTS

$49.90

$49.90

$49.90

3 With an improved silhouette for better mobility,

this T-shirt also has a drying feature and comes
in a wide array of colours.
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SMART STYLE/WOMEN

Excellent, stress-free pants

Easy to style pieces that are sophisticated and
perfect for those always on-the-go
UNIQLO offers sophisticatedly simple designs in fine silhouettes and materials
that make you look fantastic. Behind the excellent looks are stress-free wearer comfort,
plus functionality that makes for easy post-wash handling.
It's smart clothing packed with ways to support your busy lifestyle.

2Way Stretch design with both vertical and
horizontal elasticity, plus a rubber waistband
hidden underneath, make for a comfortable fit.
Thoughtfully designed to be wrinkle-resistant for
Easy Care and with a clean silhouette suitable for
casual and formal stylings, giving you solid support
in your busy everyday life.
3

RAYON
BLOUSE

$29.90

1

CREPE JERSEY
T-SHIRT

$19.90

2

Joy of Print
CREPE JERSEY
WRAP DRESS

$49.90

CREPE JERSEY
WIDE PANTS

$29.90

Comfortable and lightweight
crepe jersey
Crepe jersey material, made from special polyester
yarn to produce a lightweight, comfortable and highly
breathable fabric, is alluring for the fine texture. It's
also fast-drying after washing, plus it retains its original
shape well and is wrinkle-resistant, making for easy
handling at home.

1 The flared sleeves seem to drape

on this pretty T-shirt. A great
way to coordinate an outfit is to
pair the shirt with pants of the
same material.
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2 An elegantly relaxed fit dress with prints by

Joy of Print, a London based independent
print studio founded by the designer Cath
Kidston.

3 This blouse is made with material that

remains opaque, even for the pastel
toned range. It creates a feminine air of
sophistication. The basic shape will never go
out of style, so you can wear it to go with a
variety of outfits.

4 With a straight silhouette, these ankle

pants show off your gorgeous legs.
The waist contains a hidden rubber
waistband for an easy-to-wear design
that is both pretty and comfortable.

4

Easy-to-handle, fine rayon
Rayon fabric also offers great convenience. Hang it out
to dry after washing in its original shape, and wrinkles
will easily smooth out with little or no ironing. Choose
from springtime pastels to basic tones in a wide-range
of colours.

EZY ANKLE
PANTS(2WAY
STRETCH)

$49.90
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6

RAYON BLOUSE

$29.90
2

LIGHT V NECK
CARDIGAN

$29.90
1

UV CUT SUPIMA
COTTON CREW
NECK CARDIGAN

4

3D COTTON
V NECK
PUFF HALF
SLEEVE SWEATER

$29.90

$49.90

1 Choose from a replete range of tones on rare
Supima® cotton, which makes colours look
vibrant. This handy cardigan is machine-washable
and it blocks UV rays.

2 Designed to feel cool, fight bacteria and deodorize,

this cardigan has a highly advanced knit you'll
be happy to wear in summer. This item is thin,
lightweight and resistant to wrinkling so you can
carry it around when you're not wearing it.

3

MERCERIZED COTTON
SHIRRING T-SHIRT

$19.90

3 This elegant shirt is made of material with a

glossy sheen and loose sleeves. It has a dressy
look that goes well with either a skirt or pants.

4 The seamless knit flatters your body to look more

beautiful. The cotton is woven three-dimensionally
to create an attractively delicate fit. Comes in a
range of springtime colours.

5 These pumps have an insole with a cushioned

arch so you can put them on more easily. They
also have a stable 5 cm heel. Made with elegant
fabric for a more fuzzy texture on the outside.

7

6 The square silhouette runs in a straight line from

the body through the sleeves. You'll look sharp
while being comfortably relaxed. It's an elegant
blouse that's light and flutters along with your
body's movements.

7 Finely textured ankle pants with a sheen and

5

COMFEEL TOUCH
HEELED SHOES

DRAPE RELAXED
TAPERED
ANKLE PANTS

$49.90

$39.90

draped feel. It's relaxed around the waist for a
soft, tapered silhouette.
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SMART STYLE/MEN

Neat attire packed
with ways to make work
comfortable and living convenient

The ideal dress shirt:
no ironing required

The shirt providing the pinnacle
of UNIQLO comfort

In this dress shirt you get the gentle feel of
100% cotton and the elimination of ironing
after washing. The thoughtful details, like the
shoulder design and the height of the collar,
make for a neat outfit.

Fine Cloth Comfort Shirt looks professional,
but they're actually made with jersey material.
They place little stress on the shoulders. When
you put one on, you'll always want to wear it.
Comes with an Easy Care design for simpler
handling and care.

* May require light ironing depending on how you wash

Thoughtfully designed clothing so you can move around easily
with stress free comfort. With Easy Care details like wrinkle-resistant
fabric, you can save the time taken to iron clothes. UNIQLO delivers
neat, no-frills styles backed up with functionality.

KANDO JACKET

$79.90

FINE CLOTH
SUPER NON IRON
SHIRT

$39.90
1

KANDO JACKET
FINE CLOTH
COMFORT SHIRT

$79.90

$39.90

Stress-free comfort
in pants you can also use
for business
2Way Stretch material that's elastic both vertically
and horizontally, plus an Easy design waistband,
guarantees stress-free comfort. A simple tapered
silhouette and center press make for a neat look
that's also suited to business situations.

3

AIRism
JERSEY
POLO SHIRT

$29.90

4

COMFORT
JACKET

$79.90

KANDO PANTS
(ULTRA LIGHT)

$59.90

$49.90

1 The yarns in this item's highly advanced material

3 Combining the easy movement of jersey material

2 Swap these neat-looking EZY ankle pants out

4 This jersey jacket you can wash at home is

were carefully developed with Toray to produce a
stress-free comfort level that could overturn the
conventional wisdom about business settings.

between casual and business outfits. The 2Way
stretch material that's elastic both vertically and
horizontally lets you move around comfortably.
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$39.90

Super lightweight, super
stretchy, super fast-drying
jackets and pants

2

EZY ANKLE
PANTS (2WAY
STRETCH)

ITALIAN LEATHER
NARROW BELT

with the cool feel of AIRism, you'll feel comfortable
wearing this shirt all day long. Standard polo shirt
version is also available.

wrinkle-resistant and feels loose. Wear it at work
or on your own time.

We w o r ke d w ith pro go lfe r
Adam Scott to develop an
original, highly advanced material
that's light and stretchy enough
for sportswear. Even if you wash
it at home, it dries fast without
forming wrinkles, making
everyday handling simple.

EZY ANKLE PANTS
(2WAY STRETCH)

$49.90
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RELAX

Roomwear for the ultimate relaxation
in your personal time,
when you can totally be yourself
If you're a modern busy person, you spend your off-time being who you really are.
So you can spend a truly relaxing time, we do all we can to provide nice textures and
stress-free comfort. UNIQLO Loungewear delivers the ultimate relaxation.

1

Stretchiness and texture
for the ultimate relaxation

5

ULTRA STRETCH
SWEAT SET

DRY STRETCH
EASY SHORTS

$49.90

$19.90

4

DRAPE
STRAIGHT PANTS

Astounding elasticity in all
directions and fluffy, soft, gentle
c o m f o r t . We w o r ke d w i t h a
partner company to make an
improved knitting machine for
unparalleled wearer comfort. Now
you can experience such stressfree comfort that you'll forget
what you're wearing.

$19.90

AIRism keeps bringing
the smooth textures
Soft and cool-feeling AIRism
material makes relaxing
time even more refreshing.
The sweat absorption and
fa s t d r y i n g fe at u r e s t o
eliminate stuffiness and the
stickiness of sweat maintain
the material's smooth feel
so you can relax to the
max in warmer seasons.

7

Joy of Print
RELACO
SHORTS

$19.90

2

ULTRA STRETCH
LONG SLEEVE SET

3

ULTRA STRETCH
AIRism SET

$49.90

$29.90
6

AIRism SET

$29.90

1 Roomwear with stressfree comfort for the best
relaxation. You'll note the
quality of this well-made
fabric that stays lightweight
and soft.
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2 We u s e c h o i c e ya r n s t o

produce the softer, lighter
fabric you see here. The
b o t t o m s a re d e s i g n e d t o
reduce the seams that can
grate on your skin.

3 Roomwear combining the

cool touch of AIRism with
stretchiness in all directions.
The smooth texture of the
highly advanced material is
perfect for the hot summer.

4 Drape pants made with light

6 AIRism keeps on delivering

5 You'll love the movement

7 Joy of Print is a London based

and cool rayon that absorbs
moisture. The loose fit that
makes the pants seem to
flutter in the breeze is nice
and comfortable.

and snug fit you get from
the stretchy material.
These utility short pants
are designed with a drying
feature to keep you cool in
summer.

smooth texture plus silky,
lightweight comfort. This
room set with a cotton outer
layer is made for more than
just hanging out indoors.

independent print studio
founded by the designer Cath
Kidston as a new solo project.
Refreshing, relaxing
Roomwear.
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KIDS/BABY (TODDLER)

Highly advanced inner
clothing for all-day comfort

Clothes made for everyday
wear that kids will love

AIRism is a highly advanced material
that adapts to conditions like sweaty
s t i c k i n e s s t o ke e p t h e w e a r e r
comfortable. With a drying feature
that releases moisture and heat and
quickly dries sweat, it helps sweaty
kids stay comfortable. Perfect for
wearing under a T-shirt or pajamas.

Lots of play, lots of learning, lots of resting. With this idea of childhood
in mind, we thought through and through about the perfect fit and the
best materials and features to remove stress. It's all for a better and
more comfortable childhood.
KIDS

KIDS

KIDS

GIRLS

KIDS AIRism MESH
TANK TOP

KIDS AIRism COTTON
BLEND TANK TOP

KIDS AIRism COTTON BLEND
SCOOP NECK T-SHIRT

GIRLS AIRism COTTON
BLEND CAMISOLE

$7.90

$7.90

$7.90

$7.90

Simply wearing UV
Protection items defends
the skin from UV rays
UV rays are the nemesis of
the skin for children who play
outside a lot. Simply putting
on UV Protection items is an
easy way to defend the skin.
For parents, that's a reassuring
feature. Items like cardigans
and parkas are useful in any
season, not just summer.

1 KIDS

ULTRA STRETCH
ACTIVE JOGGER PANTS

$19.90

2 KIDS

3 GIRLS

ULTRA STRETCH
SLIM FIT PANTS

ULTRA STRETCH
LEGGINGS PANTS

$19.90

$19.90

4 KIDS

AIRism UV CUT
MESH HOODIE
5 GIRLS

$19.90

DRESS
From

$19.90

4 This highly advanced parka

combines AIRism material
wi th U V p rotecti on . I t's a
handy item that's thin and
lightweight so you can carry
it around.

6 GIRLS

UV CUT SUPIMA
COTTON CREW
NECK CARDIGAN

$19.90

7 GIRLS

GINGHAM CHECKED
BELTED CULOTTES

$19.90

Ultra Stretch material
for active settings
Astoundingly elastic Ultra Stretch material allows
surprising freedom of movement, so it's the perfect
choice for active kids. No matter how they move,
they'll feel no stress from this attire. That way,
they can play as they like. The waists have rubber
waistbands so children can easily put on and
remove their clothing.
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5 This smooth dress with fun

patterns can go with leggings
or denim in spring, or wear
on its own in summer. Use
it for everyday activities or
going out.

6 Simply wearing this cardigan

shields a child's skin from
sunlight thanks to its UVb l o c k i n g p r o p e r t i e s . I t 's
machine-washable for
simplified handling and care.

1 Dry-Ex material quickly

dries up sweat, so it's a nice
choice for active kids that
move around a lot. The Ultra
Stretch fabric makes it very
easy for them to move their
bodies.

2 Made with astoundingly

stretchy material that allows
for eye-opening freedom of
movement. The authentic used
denim look means your kids
can enjoy denim the way it's
supposed to be.

3 The adjustable waist allows
for a snug fit according to the
child's physique and growth.
These comfortable pants also
stay out of the body's way
thanks to their outstanding
elasticity and softness.

7 The waist ribbon and gingham

checked pattern combination
make cute culottes. Comes in
purple, as well as black and
yellow.

* Kids sizes 100 cm and 160 cm are available for purchase only online.
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BABY (NEWBORN)

Baby clothes designed entirely with the wearer in mind
Baby clothes to embrace a baby's skin from Day 1 of life. We've scrutinised everything from material
selection to the tiniest details to kindly keep your baby safe and offer you and your partner reassurance.
Our lineup offers items for newborns up to toddlers.
1 BABY

2 BABY

BABY COTTON MESH
INNER BODYSUIT
(2pcs.)

CREW NECK
BODYSUIT (2pcs.)

$14.90

$14.90

1 The 100% cotton mesh material

is soft and has great breathability.
It's just the thing for the coming
season when your baby will
sweat easily.

2 100% cotton in a fraise knit with

excellent stretchiness. Contains
few seams that contact the
skin, along with plenty of other
features designed just for babies.

* Items size 70 cm to 90 cm are pullover types. Sizes 60 cm to 70 cm have front openings.
* Some products and colours are only available at certain stores or online.

1 BABY

MATERNITY

LEGGINGS

$9.90

Maternity wear to comfortably clothe mothers
carrying a precious new life
UNIQLO offers stress-free, stylish clothing for you to enjoy during maternity, when your physical condition
and body undergo major changes. Maternity bottoms that gently wrap your belly while promising a
comfortable fit come in a lineup this season ranging from casual to neat.
2 BABY

UV CUT
MESH HOODIE

2

1

MATERNITY
LEGGINGS PANTS

MATERNITY
ULTRA STRETCH
JEANS

$19.90
3 BABY

$49.90

$59.90

CREW NECK
T-SHIRT

$12.90

3

MATERNITY EZY
ANKLE PANTS

$59.90

Waistlines designed to
gently fit as time passes
We use soft jersey material that's
around your belly to gently cover
it while staying out of the way of
your outer clothing. You can set the
clothing to the size of your belly with
the adjustable rubber
band around the
waist so you can use
it for a long time,
from before to after
giving birth.

1 During pregnancy, Ultra Stretch material gently

covers your belly while showing off your beautiful
legs. The jersey material keeps the jeans from
slipping off your waist.

2 These highly elastic leggings pants use cut and

sewn material that stretches well. Enjoy a
comfortable, stylish pair of pants you can relax in
from early to late pregnancy and after childbirth.

1 These bottoms are simple to coordinate with

any outfit, and they're made of stretchy material
that's easy to move around in. Available in three
lengths to match with seasonal clothes from
spring through summer.
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2 Simply wearing this hoodie with UV-blocking
material protects a child's skin from UV rays. It's
a long-lasting item that remains effective even
after numerous washings.

* Baby sizes 70 cm and 110 cm are available for purchase only online.

3 This adorable border T-shirt with a slightly
wide pitch has a loose, in-style silhouette. The
shoulders have snaps to make disrobing easy.

3 These centre press ankle pants make a neatlooking outfit with a gorgeous silhouette. They're
easy to move around in and resistant to wrinkling.

* Maternity products are only available for purchase at flagship store and online.
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INNER/WOMEN

BRATOP

Comfortable innerwear
to express your own beauty

AIRism
COTTON RIBBED BRA
SLEEVELESS TOP

Inner layers make the most contact with your skin, so we've paid particular attention to comfort and
texture. Designs and features are made so you can enjoy the fashion you like and that suits your lifestyle
and physique. You'll find just the thing for you in this collection of essential items.

WIRELESS BRA

A top with a built-in bra providing stylish and support for all.

$29.90

AIRism SEAMLESS
V NECK BRA
CAMISOLE

$29.90

Wireless bras for beauty and relaxation

WIRELESS BRA (BEAUTY SOFT)

WIRELESS BRA (ACTIVE SEAMLESS)

$29.90

$29.90

WIRELESS BRA (RELAX)

WIRELESS BRA
(ACTIVE)

AIRism
BRA CAMISOLE

$29.90

$29.90

$29.90

WIRELESS BRA
(BEAUTY LIGHT)

RIBBED BOAT NECK FRENCH
SLEEVE BRA T-SHIRT

$29.90

$29.90

Updated Beauty Light
We've made the cups more
snug and elastic underneath
for a more comfortable and
relaxing wireless bra. The
stretchy cups adjust to each
person's breasts for a snug
fit for all. They also adapt to
different sizes on each side.

ULTRA SEAMLESS SHORTS

The radial cuts allow
t h e c u p s t o e a s i ly
adjust to the shape of
each breast.

AIRism

SOCKS & LEGGINGS

Highly advanced inner clothing
for all-day comfort
The cups feature an improved
fit that is softer and more
a c c u r at e ly m at c h e s yo u r
chest's shape.

Comfortable, relaxing seamless shorts

* Can set up with a wireless bra (Beauty Light)

AIRism
ULTRA SEAMLESS SHORTS
(HIGH WAIST)

AIRism
ULTRA SEAMLESS
SHORTS (HIP HUGGER)

AIRism
ULTRA SEAMLESS
SHORTS (BIKINI)

$9.90

$9.90

$9.90

Socks and leggings in a wide
a s s o r t m e n t o f m at e r i a l s ,
designs and colours

What is AIRism?
This highly advanced material
keeps you comfortable by adjusting
to different environments under
your clothing, such as sweaty
stickiness or stuffiness caused
by differences in temperature.
AIRism dries up sweat quickly
by releasing moisture and heat
with outstanding breathability.
Designed to keep you cool and
comfortable, AIRism maintains
a soft and dry feel.

AIRism CAMISOLE

$14.90

$19.90

FOOTSIES (3 PAIRS)

$14.90

AIRism SCOOP NECK
T-SHIRT

$14.90
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AIRism UV CUT CREW NECK
T-SHIRT

AIRism SLEEVELESS TOP

$14.90

REGULAR SOCKS (3 PAIRS)

LEGGINGS

$14.90

$14.90
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INNER/MEN

A complete lineup of innerwear to choose from
for comfort for men from all walks of life

AIRism

Technology and materials
for your skin's comfort

UT items and special collections are coming out in spring and summer.
Also take a look at what UNIQLO is doing to promote sustainability.

Plenty of current pop culture
is coming to new UT items
again this spring!

UT T-shirt designs feature current pop culture from art, music,
film, comics, animation and more. In 2020, we've got another
huge amount of collaborations coming, offering over 1,000
patterns.

MICRO MESH

AIRism COTTON

The Super Mario series features
the eponymous plumber, from his
8-bit beginnings to the 3D version.

URBAN WALLS focuses on
artists working in the world
of street art.

Spirited modern artists uniquely
portray symbolic Japanese motifs
in NEO-MIYAGE.

A Minnie Mouse collection specially
created by AMBUSH creative director
YOON and UNIQLO

©Nintendo

Ultra-thin fibres for smooth and
dry comfort.

What is AIRism?

NEWS

1

For something you use every day, you will want simple innerwear with high quality.
From highly advanced materials to basics made with fine materials,
our lineup contains a wide range of variation in colours, lengths and designs.
Make your everyday living more comfortable with innerwear tailored to your lifestyle.

AIRism

NEWS

This highly advanced material
keeps you comfortable
by ad j ust i ng t o d i f f e r e n t
e nv i ro n m e n t s u n d e r yo u r
c l o t h i n g , s u c h a s s we at y
stickiness or stuffiness caused
by differences in temperature.
AIRism dries up sweat
quickly by releasing moisture
and heat with outstanding
breathability. Designed to keep
you cool and comfortable,
AIRism maintains a soft and
dry feel.

New material with a special mesh
configuration. It's the coolest
AIRism yet.

©FAILE

Cotton on the outside and AIRism
on the inside so you can wear it
like a T-shirt.

AIRism
V NECK T-SHIRT

AIRism MICRO MESH
TANKTOP

AIRism COTTON
CREW NECK T-SHIRT

$14.90

$14.90

$14.90

©Hajime Sorayama Courtesy of Nanzuka
©Keiichi Tanaami Courtesy of Nanzuka

NEWS

2

A special collection from Uniqlo U and
UNIQLO and JW ANDERSON

A design team led
by artistic director
Christophe Lemaire
collaborated with an
R&D centre in Paris
t o p ro d u c e t h e f i n e
wardrobes in this
collection. Every year
marks a new step
forward as they seek
to produce the ultimate
daily attire that is
more functional and
sophisticated for each
season.

©Disney

Our special collaboration
continues with a leading
London-based fashion
brand JW ANDERSON
in the 20SS season.
A designer, Jonathan
Anderson introduces
long-awaited kids line
for the first time.

UT

BASIC
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AIRism
BOXER BRIEFS

AIRism MICRO MESH
V NECK T-SHIRT

AIRism COTTON
TANKTOP

$14.90

$14.90

$14.90

NEWS

3

The power of clothing, the power of society. UNIQLO sustainability.

From recycled plastic bottles
to polo shirts

Innerwear and socks in a wide assortment of materials, designs and colours

SUPIMA COTTON
PRINTED BOXER
BRIEFS

WOVEN BROAD
TRUNKS

SUPIMA COTTON
PIQUE SOCKS

COLOURFUL
SOCKS

PILE MESH
SHORT SOCKS

BACK PILE
LOW CUT SOCKS

$7.90

$7.90

$5.90 each

$3.90 each

$5.90 each

$5.90 each

UNIQLO has begun selling DryEx polo shirts made partially with
recycled polyester produced from
collected plastic bottles. The goal
is to encourage recycling of plastic
bottles and reductions in carbon
dioxide emissions.

Aiming for 100%
sustainable cotton
procurement.
UNIQLO aims to procure cotton which has been
reducing the environmental load during cotton
production and improving the working environment
of farmers. Cotton sourced from the United
States or Australia and sourced through BCI* are
sustainable by definition.
* BCI (Better Cotton Initiative) is the NGO aiming to improve the
world's cotton production through education and certification for
cotton farmers. Learn more :bettercotton.org

Reduced use of disposable plastic

To meet our target of reducing our
use of disposable plastic by 85% by
the end of 2020, UNIQLO is reviewing
each one of our product packages
so we can reduce the amount of
plastic and paper we use and shift to
environmentally-friendly materials.
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